
Replacing broken door handles
Winter is upon us and it is that jolly time of frozen doors and windows!
Just a short article on replacing broken door handles.  I have repeated myself, reasoning 
that you would have been unlucky to break both rear and front door handles!
The handles are held on by two Torx T25 screws.  The first is visible from the outside: it is 
covered by a black bung on the trailing edge of the door.
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Replacing a rear passenger door handle
Remove the bung with a flat-headed screwdriver and unscrew the screw, being careful not 
to let it fall inside the door.  I bent a piece of cardboard to catch it.  You might have to use 
a mole grip to stop the stub rotating.
Use a flat-headed screwdriver to remove the two circular bolt covers in the grab handle.  
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These are brilliantly simple – another Fiat Multipla design masterpiece.  Just a quarter turn 
gives access to the two Torx T30 or 5mm allen bolts.  
Remove the window winder switch unit from the grab handle with a flat-headed 
screwdriver.
Remove the outer ashtray.
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Use a flat-headed screwdriver as shown to disengage the ashtray backplate, and remove 
the third T30 / 5mm allen bolt which is behind it.
Remove the two Torx T25 bolts below the door opening lever.
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Disengage the door lining clips and lift the lining up: if you didn’t lose the screw inside 
the bowels of the door you won’t need to completely remove the door outer or inner 
linings.  
The second screw is hidden behind a plastic coverplate as shown.  Remove the three 
phillips screws to gain access.
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Refit by reversing the steps.
Before fitting the replacement handle remove the polish ‘tide mark’ from the outside of the 
door (that’s assuming you wash and polish your UglyBug!)
You will have had to partially remove the inner polythene liner – rather like the stuff they 
use to package loudspeakers.  It tears easily and does not stick back using the old glue 
bead so use a thin smear of silicone sealant, and sellotape to repair any tears.  If you have a 
problem putting the lock button on, just use an optician’s flat-headed screwdriver or a 
Stanley knife blade to disengage the red ’locked’ clip until the button is in position.

Pic 6

Replacing a front door handle
This is easier than replacing a rear one.
Remove the bung and unscrew the outer screw, being careful not to let it fall inside the 
door.  I bent a piece of cardboard to catch it.  You might have to use a mole grip to stop 
the stub rotating. (Pic 1.1,  Pic 1.2)
Use a flat-headed screwdriver to remove the two circular bolt covers in the grab handle. 
These are brilliantly simple – another Fiat Multipla design masterpiece.  Just a quarter turn 
gives access to the two Torx T30 or 5mm allen bolts.  (Pic 2.1, Pic 2.2)
Remove the window winder switch unit from the grab handle with a flat screwdriver. 
Remove the two Torx T25 bolts blow the door opening lever. (Pic 4.1,  Pic 4.2)
Use a flat-headed screwdriver to remove the circular speaker cover.  Remove the four 
phillips screws and remove the speaker, noting its orientation.
Remove the grab handle.
Disengage the door lining clips and lift the lining up: if you didn’t lose the screw inside 
the bowels of the door you won’t need to completely remove the door outer lining.
As there is no plastic cover plate concealing the second screw – you only need to peel the 
inner lining back at the top, trailing edge by the locking button.  (I peeled mine back more 
for the picture.) Pic 7



Refit by reversing the steps.
Before fitting the replacement handle remove the polish ‘tide mark’ from the outside of the 
door (that’s assuming you wash and polish your UglyBug!).
Where you had to partially remove the inner polythene liner stick it back using a thin 
smear of silicone sealant, and sellotape to repair any tears.  If you have a problem putting 
the lock button on, just use an optician’s flat-headed screwdriver or a Stanley knife blade 
to disengage the red ’locked’ clip until the button is in position
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